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Nearly finished sequences for model organisms provide a founda-
tion from which to explore genomic diversity among other taxo-
nomic groups. We explore genome-wide microsynteny patterns
between the rice sequence and two sorghum physical maps that
integrate genetic markers, bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC)
fingerprints, and BAC hybridization data. The sorghum maps
largely tile a genomic component containing 41% of BACs but 80%
of single-copy genes that shows conserved microsynteny with rice
and partially tile a nonsyntenic component containing 46% of BACs
but only 13% of single-copy genes. The remaining BACs are
centromeric (4%) or unassigned (8%). The two genomic compo-
nents correspond to cytologically discernible ‘‘euchromatin’’ and
‘‘heterochromatin.’’ Gene and repetitive DNA distributions support
this classification. Greater microcolinearity in recombinogenic (eu-
chromatic) than nonrecombinogenic (heterochromatic) regions is
consistent with the hypothesis that genomic rearrangements are
usually deleterious, thus more likely to persist in nonrecombino-
genic regions by virtue of Muller’s ratchet. Interchromosomal
centromeric rearrangements may have fostered diploidization of a
polyploid cereal progenitor. Model plant sequences better guide
studies of related genomes in recombinogenic than nonrecombi-
nogenic regions. Bridging of 35 physical gaps in the rice sequence
by sorghum BAC contigs illustrates reciprocal benefits of compar-
ative approaches that extend at least across the cereals and
perhaps beyond.

comparative genomics � Oryza � synteny

The grasses (Poaceae) provide most of mankind’s caloric intake
and a growing share of our fuel. The best-studied grasses,

leading cereal crops, shared a common paleopolyploid ancestor
�42–47 million years ago (mya) (1). Cereals show much colinearity
of genetic maps and often have important traits controlled by
quantitative trait loci at corresponding locations (2). Despite these
similarities, the cereals have diverged remarkably in genome size
from �430 million base pairs (MBP) in rice (3) to 15,966 MBP in
wheat (3), largely due to differential repetitive DNA amplification
and elimination.

As a model for tropical grasses, sorghum [Sorghum bicolor (SB)]
is a logical complement to rice (Oryza), in that it has biochemical
and morphological specializations to improve carbon assimilation at
high temperatures (C4 photosynthesis). By contrast, rice uses C3
photosynthesis more typical of temperate grasses. The �760-MBP
(3) sorghum genome is a logical bridge to the �2,500-MBP (3)
maize genome, and the �4,000-MBP (3) genome of sugarcane, the
world’s leading biomass�biofuels crop. Sorghum shared common
ancestry with maize (12 mya) and sugarcane (5 mya), much more
recently than rice (42–47 mya). The most recent whole-genome

duplication in sorghum appears to be �70 mya (1) vs. �12 mya in
maize (4) and �5 mya in sugarcane (5), promising a higher success
rate in relating sorghum genes to phenotypes by knockouts than
either maize or sugarcane genes. Comparison of SB and closely
related Sorghum propinquum (SP) promises to shed new light on
genes related to domestication (2) and expedite dissection of the
genetic control of key features of ‘‘Johnsongrass’’ (Sorghum
halepense), a polyploid descendant of SB and SP that is one of the
world’s most noxious weeds (6).

We describe two genetically anchored Sorghum physical maps.
Anchoring of thousands of genetically mapped sequence-tagged
sites (STSs) permits their detailed comparison with the rice se-
quence, to explore levels and patterns of conserved microsynteny
on a genome-wide scale. Microsynteny is conserved in euchromatin
but not in heterochromatin. A strong association of conserved
microsynteny with recombinogenicity suggests that intergenic gene
rearrangement (i.e., changes in gene order or location in the
genome) is generally deleterious. Hybridization of conserved STS
markers to bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) libraries for
other cereal and noncereal monocots may leverage conserved
microsynteny to study their euchromatin. However, the high levels
of colinearity suggested by cross-species comparisons of genetic
recombination maps mask much rearrangement in recombination-
ally inert (heterochromatic) regions. Such regions may require
physical rather than genetic characterization, with little guidance
from cross-species data.

Materials and Methods
Probe Selection, Design, and Hybridization. Overgo (7) probes were
designed from sequences of interest by BLAST comparison
against all plant species to identify the most-conserved 40-bp
segment, using a Microsoft VISUAL BASIC program. Repetitive
probes were filtered by comparison with highly repetitive sor-
ghum DNA (8) and The Institute for Genome Research (TIGR)
grass repeat database.

Overgo probes were radioactively labeled, then hybridized in
pools of up to 24 probes (7). Most experiments consisted of 576
probes, applied to macroarrays of 18,432 BACs each, in 72 hybrid-
izations of 24 probes, each using row–column–diagonal pools.
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Labeled filters were exposed to x-ray film for 2 weeks. Films were
manually scored onto transparencies, which were scanned into a
computer and read by using text recognition software (ABBYY
FINEREADER 5.0, ABBYY Software, Moscow). Data were trans-
ferred into the database system ‘‘BACMan’’ (www.intl-pag.org�
pag�11�abstracts�C01�C4�XI.html), which was used to deconvo-
lute multiplexed results into individual probe to BAC assignments.

Physical Map Assembly. Physical maps of both SP and SB BACS
were constructed by using HindIII agarose fingerprinting (9). Gel
images were processed by using IMAGE (10) and assembled into
contigs by using FPC, Ver. 7.2 (11), also incorporating overgo data.
Automated assembly was performed with a cutoff of 10�11, toler-
ance 7 (CpM, contigs plus markers) of 10�10, 10�9, and 10�8. All
contigs containing ‘‘Q’’ (questionable) clones were manually edited
and split at higher thresholds until none remained. Two manual
merge cycles (at cutoff 10�10 and 10�9, respectively) were applied
to contigs that were adjacent based on either the sorghum map or
rice colinearity. Approximately 100 fingerprinting lanes believed

(based on high band numbers or formation of ‘‘Q’’ contigs) to
represent multiple and�or chimeric clones were voided.

BAC End Sequencing. A subset of contig-terminal SP BACs from a
preliminary FPC assembly were end-sequenced as described (12),
yielding 15,103 sequences.

Comparison of Sorghum with Rice. Sorghum contigs were anchored
to a rice genome assembly (Ver. 2.0, www.tigr.org), based in part on
sequence described elsewhere (13–15). Probe sequences were
masked for repeats by using REPEATMASKER (www.repeatmasker.
org) and compared with rice using BLAST (identifying the best hit
at e �10�8 and using mismatch penalties �2 vs. the default of �3
to detect similarities down to nearly 66%). Based on these criteria,
sequences useful in synteny analysis included 42.4% of hybridiza-
tion probes detecting five contigs or fewer and 16.8% (2,625 of
15,103) of BAC ends showing no match to repetitive sequences and
blasting to rice locations hit by �10 other BAC ends. Sorghum
contigs were considered aligned to rice if they contained two or

Table 1. Overgo probes applied to monocots

Taxon
Genome
coverage No. of BACs

No. of
overgos
tested Scored Worked

No. of BACs
anchored

Average no.
of anchors
per BAC

Zea mays 12.7� 221,184 2,623 2,623 2,161 85,437 0.39
SP 9.0� 55,296 7,573 7,143 5,683 148,758 2.69
SB cv. BT�623 11.0� 73,728 6,470 6,349 5,147 139,434 1.89
O. sativa cv. Nipponbare 20.0� 73,728 2,297 2,297 1,590 29,064 0.39
Saccharum spp. Cv. R570 14�* 92,160 5,974 5,574 4,639 80,535 0.87
Banana 6.0� 36,864 1,276 1,276 679 13,059 0.35
Total 571,392 30,607 26,200 19,899 476,254 0.83

Data are available at: www.plantgenome.uga.edu�bacman�BACManwww.php. The SB library is from cultivar BTX623. Others are as
cited in the text.
*The sugarcane BAC library contains �14� coverage of the basic chromosome set, which equates to �1.3� coverage of each locus in
the dodecaploid source cultivar.

Table 2. Chromosomal regions show different concentrations of repetitive probes

Category
Anchored to
centromeres

Anchored to
sorghum

genetic map
but not rice

Not
anchored

Mitocondria or
chloroplast

Syntenic
to rice

BACs not
in contigs Total BACs

All BACs (SP physical map) 4.2 2.8 43 0.5 41 8.3 40,957
All contigs (SP physical map) 9.9 2.2 54 0.1 34 0 1,541 contigs
All BACs (SB physical map) 6.7 2.7 39 0 48 3.8 69,545
All contigs (SB physical map) 3.4 2.1 45 0.6 31 17.2 1,869 contigs
One locus probe (2,223 probes) 0.2 1.8 11 2.7 80 3.9 10,356
Ten locus probes (186 probes) 2.1 2.9 40 0 51 4 2,038
Probe pHind22 47.4 2.3 17 0.9 13 19.5 1,055
Probe SOG6774 (Sau3A10) 70 0.1 5.2 0.1 3.3 20.9 1,170
Probe SOG6773 (Sau3A9) 62.2 1.5 14 0.2 5.2 17.2 860
Probe CEN38 52.2 0.6 12 0.9 11 23.2 1,158
Probe SOG6741 1.5 6.4 70 0 18 3.9 1,024
Probe SOG6293 8.6 5.7 65 0 19 1.4 867
Probe SOG6066 2.9 3.5 73 0 19 1.7 812
Probe SOG2844 0.5 9.5 70 0 18 2.3 387
Probe SOG1581 0 1.8 17 0 79 2.7 664
Probe SOG3319 0 0.5 18 0.2 77 4.1 699
Probe SOG6772 (pHind12) 4.2 3.3 44 0 45 3.4 5,521
Probe RET6 3.4 2.1 45 0.6 31 17.2 2,038
Probe SOG6635 6.7 2.7 39 0 48 3.8 1,669
Probe SOG6667 2.1 2.9 40 0 51 4 644

Percentages of BACs and contigs from various genomic contexts (indicated at the top), that hybridized to different probes (or groups of probes, at the left).
Unanchored contigs, and contigs anchored to centromeres, are presumed to be largely heterochromatin. Contigs syntenic to rice are enriched for euchromatin,
as detailed in the text. Probe specific data correspond to the SP physical map. One locus and 10 locus probes are hybridized to 1 and 10 contigs, respectively.
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more sequences with best-matching rice locations �5 but �500 kbp
apart.

Intragenomic Analysis of Rice. A total of 59,712 putative rice genes
annotated by The Institute for Genome Research (Ver. 2) were
downloaded. A subset of 46,922 (44,766 transcription units) non-
transposable element-related genes were blasted against one an-
other, and 163,043 unique matches at e � 10�6 used in synonymous
substitution rate (Ks) calculations, as described (1).

Results
Assembly of a Sorghum Physical Map. Because the 2,514-locus
Sorghum sequence-tagged site-based genetic map (16) is nearly
saturated, with an average of 2.5 markers per centimorgan, further
resolution of gene arrangement focused on BAC-based physical
mapping. Overgo probes (7) corresponding to genetically mapped
sequences, genes of interest, genes in corresponding rice regions of
interest, or BAC end sequences were applied to various subsets of
571,392 BACs from SB, SP (17), maize (18), rice (19), sugarcane
(20), and banana (21), yielding 476,254 anchors. There were an
average of more than two markers per BAC in Sorghum (Table 1).
Approximately 87% of overgos from Sorghum sequences detected
BACs in one or both Sorghum libraries. Heterologous probes
yielded lower success rates.

Overgo data were combined with fingerprints of both Sorghum
BAC libraries (9) to assemble FPC contigs (10). A total of 40,957 SP
BACs (7� genome coverage) were assembled into 1,541 contigs
(averaging 24.4 BACs and 12.5 hybridization loci per contig),
whereas 69,545 SB BACs (11� coverage) were assembled into
1,869 contigs (35.6 BACs, 10.1 hybridization loci). Singletons
comprising 3,400 (8.3% of) SP BACs were gene-poor (3.9% of 1-
and 4% of 10-locus probe anchors, Table 2) but rich in centromeric
repeats (19–23% of all centromeric anchored BACs; Table 2). Most
(81%) singletons had �14 fingerprint bands (vs. 3.5% of contigged
BACs). BACs largely composed of tandem repeats with multiple
copies of the same band size or small BACs with few bands cannot
be reliably assembled by FPC. Many singletons may derive from such
genomic regions that are recalcitrant to assembly. A sample of
ordered sorghum FPC contigs is aligned to corresponding regions of
the rice sequence and maize (22) contigs (Fig. 1).

Conserved–Sorghum–Rice Microsynteny. From sequences of 5,683
hybridization loci and 15,103 BAC ends, 1,644 and 903, respectively,
could be used to anchor SP contigs to rice. An additional 35 SP and
42 SB contigs could be anchored to the sorghum genetic map by
single-copy probes (16) but not to the rice pseudomolecule.

A total of 524 (34%) SP contigs containing 41% of BACs and a
remarkable 80% of the 2,223 single-copy probes (that hybridized
only to BACs from a single contig) could be aligned to rice, covering
39% of the sequence. The aligned sorghum contigs are only �30%
longer than corresponding regions of rice, suggesting that most of
the 70% difference in genome size between these taxa occurs
elsewhere. The corresponding rice regions are high in EST-verified
genes and low in repetitive DNA (23) (Fig. 2).

The chromosomal distribution of conserved sorghum–rice mi-
crosynteny was striking, virtually excluding cytologically defined
heterochromatin (23) and pericentromeric regions (24, 25) (Fig. 2).
This exclusion was not due to lack of coverage; 153 SP and 194 SB
contigs are composed of �40% of BACs that hybridize to centro-
meric repeats [pHind22 (26), CEN38 (27), Sau3A9 (26), and
Sau3A10 (26)]. Although the pericentromeric region is generally
repeat-rich (Fig. 2), repetitive probe hybridizations reveal complex
differences between the aligned contigs and 700 (54%) SP contigs
that could not be aligned to the rice sequence; these nonaligned
contigs include 46% of BACs but only 13% of single-copy probes.
Based on SP data (which are the most complete), 13 probes that
each hybridized to �100 BACs are strongly enriched in syntenic
contigs (e.g., SOG1581 and SOG3319; Table 2), perhaps repre-

senting gene-associated repeats. A larger number, 37, probes are
enriched in nonsyntenic contigs (e.g., SOG6066), suggesting that
these contigs may account for much of the genome size difference
between sorghum and rice. Some repetitive probes are roughly
evenly distributed [e.g., SOG6772; RET6 (8)].

Conserved sorghum–rice synteny also corresponded closely with
regions of ancient whole-genome duplication (1, 28–31). Overall,
57% of duplicated rice regions (per ref. 1) showed conserved
synteny with sorghum contigs, vs. only 16% of regions in which
ancient duplication could not be discerned. Tacitly assuming that
whole chromosomes were duplicated at once, lower synteny con-
servation suggests that pericentromeric regions have restructured
much more extensively than their surroundings because of the
sorghum–rice divergence.

Fig. 1. Comparative physical maps. A segment of the rice chromosome 4
pseudomolecule is compared with BAC contigs from SP, SB, and Zea mays
based on hybridization anchors (Table 1). The scales (MBP) of the rice pseudo-
molecule and sorghum contigs are equal, whereas maize contigs are shown at
a 1:5 scale. Sorghum and maize contig lengths were estimated by multiplying
the average FPC band size (4,740 bp, the observed average for rice) by the
length of the contig in FPC consensus band (CB) units. Red lines represent cases
for which loci were inferred in one genome (where no dot is shown) due to
missing data. Maize contigs were from a recent release (www.genome.ari-
zona.edu�fpc�maize, release 10�25�04), incorporating hybridization anchors
fromTable1.Currentsorghumcontigassembliesareon-line(www.plantgenome.
uga.edu�projects.htm).
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Conservation of sorghum–rice microsynteny is closely associated
with recombinogenicity. All rice pericentromeric regions lack con-
served synteny and show striking suppression of recombination
(Fig. 3). Relative to the genome-wide average, increased synteny is
associated with increased recombinational (r � 0.49) and physical
(r � 0.53) length of sorghum chromosomes (32) (Table 3, which is
published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). In the
extreme, the number of BACs that could be anchored to sorghum
chromosome 5 was �60% of that predicted based on its physical
size. Similar enrichment was also observed in the sorghum restric-
tion fragment length polymorphism map (16) and probably corre-
sponds to higher gene content in sorghum chromosomes 1–4 than
would be predicted by DNA content alone.

The boundary between at least one syntenic�nonsyntenic region
appears rather discrete. For a 15.1-megabase (Mb) segment of rice
chromosome 4, we enriched the above data with sorghum EST-
based overgos corresponding to 272 rice genes spaced at �56-kb
intervals. We found 72% detectable conserved synteny among the
total of 307 loci (60 per Mb) along the distal 5.1 MBP and 2%
among 117 loci [11.7 per megabase (Mb)] in the pericentromeric 10
MBP (Fig. 3). Although the marked drop in gene density compli-
cates precise circumscription of the boundary, enrichment of this
pericentromeric region to nearly the same marker density as the
overall average (15.6�Mb, with 39% conserved synteny) illustrates
the dramatic reduction in conserved synteny. Sequence data may be
needed to determine whether synteny is merely reduced in such
regions or totally eliminated.

Discussion
Gene Rearrangement Appears Generally Deleterious. Preferential
conservation of microsynteny in recombinogenic regions suggests

that gene rearrangement may generally be deleterious, an intuitive
hypothesis that has previously lacked empirical support. Muller’s
ratchet (33) predicts that deleterious mutations may accumulate in
and contribute to degeneration of nonrecombinogenic regions such
as mammalian Y chromosomes or incipient plant sex chromosomes
(34). This finding is consistent with a strong negative correlation
(r � �0.77) between repetitive DNA content and recombinational
length of rice chromosomes (Table 4, which is published as sup-
porting information on the PNAS web site) and with the much
greater abundance of repetitive DNA than EST-verified genes in
the pericentromeric regions (Fig. 2). Despite the large differences
in overall genome size among the grasses, the size of gene-rich
regions remains similar (35). Accelerated gene loss in recombina-
tion-poor regions of wheat (36) and a propensity for small insertions
in centromeric regions of mammalian genomes (37) support this
idea.

Dating the Restructuring of Nonsyntenic Regions. The restructuring
of nonsyntenic regions can be approximately dated based on levels
of divergence between duplicated rice genes that are concentrated
in these regions (Fig. 4). A high concentration of genes duplicated
by ancient polyploidy falls near Ks 0.85 (1), whereas rice gene pairs
with Ks 0.2–0.6 tend to be in peri�centromeric regions. Thus, shortly
after polyploidization, a substantial restructuring of centromeric
regions began that lasted until �16 MYA [based on the synony-
mous substitution rate used (38)]. Approximately 18% of the rice
genome shows significant concentrations of matches (P � 1 � 10�5)
in the Ks range of 0.2–0.6; only 14% of these regions showed
conserved synteny with sorghum, whereas 45% of regions lacking
concentrations of matches in this Ks range were syntenic (Fig. 4).

Fig. 2. Coverage of the rice genome by syntenic sorghum BAC contigs. Only hybridization markers that hit two or more BACs in the same contig were considered
for microsynteny comparisons. Sorghum contigs were aligned to the rice sequence based on the criteria that two or more low copy probe loci (detecting five
contigs or fewer) showed best matches between 5 and 500 kb apart in rice (anchoring 456 SP and 303 SB contigs). Sorghum chromosome (32) and linkage group
designations (16) are as cited. Cytologically identified heterochromatic regions were approximated from refs. 19 and 25 based on relative distance from the
centromere, assigning approximate base-pair locations without accounting for sequence gaps.
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The concentrations of relatively recent single–locus duplications
near the centromere may, but do not necessarily, reflect a higher
duplication rate in these regions. Alternatively, recent duplications
may more often be preserved in these regions, i.e., there may be
more rapid loss of single-gene duplications in euchromatic regions.
This is consistent with the distribution pattern in the most recent Ks
window (0–0.2, Fig. 4), where relatively more gene duplications are
in euchromatin.

The restructuring of nonsyntenic regions largely involves migra-
tion of DNA between pericentromeric regions of different chro-
mosomes. Concentrations of recently duplicated nontandem genes
are present in virtually all pairwise combinations of rice centro-
meres (Figs. 5–14, which are published as supporting information
on the PNAS web site) and also in several noncentromeric but
heterochromatic regions such as the upper half of rice chromosome
4. The corresponding region of sorghum also shows massive re-
combination suppression (Fig. 3). Because restructuring of the rice
heterochromatin appears to have continued long after the rice–
sorghum divergence (Ks 0.51:1), one would predict that parallel
restructuring may have occurred in sorghum.

Restructuring of centromeric regions after ancient polyploidiza-
tion may perhaps have been under selection, rather than merely
being a passive consequence of Muller’s ratchet (33). In a newly
formed autopolyploid [arguably the most frequent type (39)] with
sets of four homologous chromosomes, purging of deleterious
alleles would be slow. Transition to diploid inheritance allows more
rapid allele frequency changes and reduced genetic load, conferring

a potential selective advantage to rapid centromeric divergence.
The extensive gene duplication that remains soon after
polyploidization may mitigate otherwise negative consequences of
mechanisms for rapid structural divergence such as increased
transposition. An explosion of repetitive sequence amplification
followed polyploidization in maize, perhaps closely (4). Alterna-
tively, centromeric regions may be periodically restructured inde-
pendently of polyploidization. In the only plant centromere se-
quenced to date, most repeats are of recent origin [�9.4 million
years (40)]. Many transposable element families that may be
necessary for centromere maintenance (41) would be expected to
degrade synteny over that time.

Fig. 3. Comparison of rice genetic map, rice sequence, and sorghum genetic
map. BLAST similarity between sorghum probes and the rice sequence required
hits with E �10�8 based on DNA BLAST. All other chromosomes are available
(Figs. 15–26, which are published as supporting information on the PNAS web
site). The rice genetic map is based on RGP restriction fragment length
polymorphism 2000 (www.gramene.org).

Fig. 4. Restructuring of rice pericentromeric regions over time. The genomic
distributions of best-matching copies at differing degrees of synonymous
divergence (Ks, in parentheses, upper right) are plotted. The numbers of Ks

0.2–0.6 pairs were counted in 100-gene sliding windows and compared with
the random expectation using a �2 test. All significant regions are plotted in
Fig. 2, and a sampling is shown in Fig. 4 in purple (chr. 2) or red (chr. 3) boxes.
Duplicated regions (blue boxes) were described elsewhere (1). The bars to the
left of the axis show the number of data points in each of the three indicated
regions (two restructured, one duplicated) for each window of Ks values.
Additional windows (making the set consecutive) for the whole genome are
available (Figs. 5–14), with centromere locations indicated by red dots.
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Leveraging Model Genomes. Identification of a well conserved
component of the sorghum and rice genomes will guide contig and
sequence assembly in recombinogenic regions of other grasses.
Further enrichment of the sorghum physical map with overgos
selected using rice as a guide will reduce the population of
nonsyntenic BACs�contigs, some of which may just have too few
loci to anchor. Targeted overgo enrichment in sorghum segments
corresponding to parts of rice chromosomes 3 and 4 (Fig. 2)
increased coverage of the corresponding regions of the rice se-
quence from the average 39% to 92% and 97%, respectively
(combining SB and SP). In turn, sorghum contigs bridge gaps in the
much larger maize genome (Fig. 1). These benefits promise to be
reciprocal; the current sorghum contigs span 35 of 130 physical gaps
in a recent rice pseudomolecule (14, 7, and 14 by SP, SB, and both;
Table 5, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS
web site).

The sorghum–rice comparison, together with hybridization data
for other taxa (Table 1), permits us to begin to identify probable
euchromatic regions of other genomes. For maize, these data
merely add to a detailed physical map (22), but for sugarcane, this
comprises a previously undescribed resource. The evolutionary
lifespan of euchromatic regions remains unknown; however, hy-
bridization of many of our probes to BACs from banana, separated
from the cereals by an estimated 140 million years (1), sets the stage
for further study.

Limitations of Microsynteny Approaches. Colinearity along recom-
binational (genetic) maps of related taxa masks much rearrange-
ment in recombinationally inert regions, which contribute little to

such maps (Fig. 3). Model genomes may be of little assistance in the
study of nonrecombinogenic regions of other genomes (36). De
novo characterization of these regions may be needed for each
species, requiring new methods to deal with their highly repetitive
nature.

Synthesis. Euchromatic and heterochromatic regions, as defined
cytologically (19, 24, 25), appear to represent evolutionarily differ-
ent components of genomes that can be independently detected by
several comparative or in silico approaches. The structuring of
cereal (and presumably other) genomes into these components has
many implications for the evolution of individual genes and groups
of genes. Differences in chromosomal context may resolve disparate
conclusions regarding the degree to which colinearity and synteny
persist over time, that have been drawn from comparative analyses
of sets of individual BAC�contig sequences. Nonrecombinogenic
domains may nurture the evolution of physically dispersed but
genetically tightly linked coadapted gene complexes or supergenes
that are predicted to be favored by domestication and have been
observed in several cases (42). The genomic context of a gene may
influence the degree to which information about gene function
from model organisms extrapolates to less characterized organisms.

We thank the National Science Foundation Plant Genome Research
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